
Physics 2c  Lecture 18 

Optics (Chapter 35): 
Refraction & Total internal Reflection 

Dispersion 
Basic Physics of fiber optics 
Intro to Mirrors (Chapter 36) 



Example Applications 

Parallel rays 

CD player 



Parallel Rays 

! 

n1 sin"1 = n2 sin"2
"2 = "3
n2 sin"3 = n1 sin"4
# sin"1 = sin"4



CD player design 

Incident beam: D >> dust 
feature size: d << dust 



Going through the example: 
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n1 "1;n2 =1.55;#1 = 27!;
D = 737µm;t =1200µm
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Total Internal Reflection 

n
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sin"c =
n2
n1
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n1 > n2assuming 



Fiberoptic cables 

Light is transmitted due to total internal reflection in cladding! 



Basic telecom idea Optical transmitter: 
Transformes electrical 
into optical signals 

Optical receiver: 
Transforms optical 
into electrical signals. 

Optical regenerator: 
Enhances optical signal 
by recreating it. 

Optical fiber 



Dispersion 

Refractive index depends on wavelength. 
=> angle deflection depends on wavelength. 



Dispersion in fiberoptics 

Bit pattern “dissolves” due to dispersion. 
Recall fourier analysis! 



Quiz 6 next Thursday, May 16th 
covers everything up to here! 

This includes shockwaves as well as Optics from chapter 35. 
See practice quiz for examples.  
 
It does not include Chapter 36, i.e. what we start next. 



Chapter 36 

Image formation  
and  

Optical Instruments 



Reflection in a plane mirror 

Two distinctive 
features: 

 
reflected picture 

appears behind mirror. 
 

Left & right are flipped 



Reflection in a plane mirror 

Reflection angle: 
incoming = outgoing 
=> picture ''behind'' 

mirror 



Reflection in a plane mirror 

Coordinate system: 
x,y unchanged 

z direction flipped 
right handed => left handed 



Question to Ponder: 

How many images of O are there? 
( a ) 1 
( b ) 2 
( c ) 3 
( d ) 4 
 
Where are they?  

mirrors 



Answer 

How many images of O are there? 
3 images 

 
Where are they? 

(2,-1), (-2,1), (-2,-1) 
 
 

Next few pages explain 
how to construct the images 

using rays. 



Take 2 arbitrary rays, and draw their reflections. 



Take 2 arbitrary rays, and draw their reflections. 



Take 2 arbitrary rays, and draw their reflections. 



Take 2 arbitrary rays, and draw their reflections. 
Extend the reflected rays and find their intersection. 



Take 2 arbitrary rays, and draw their reflections. 
Extend the reflected rays and find their intersection. 



Allow for multiple reflections. 



And consider reflections on all mirrors. 



Parabolic Mirror 



Parabolic Mirror 

Rays || to axis reflect through focal point. 

Rays through focal point reflect parallel to axis. 

Rays through center of mirror reflect symm. through axis. 


